No one is going to want to experience this story but, perhaps, it will be of interest.
Last year I was fortunate enough to be able to launch early, just after “Ice-Out”. We are in New
Hampshire on Lake Winnipesaukee. Low and behold my usually dry bilge was now wet. After
several days and no hope of help from the local yard (spring launch time) I pulled and took her
home for repairs. Over the next year I found that the problem was actually cracks between the
keel bottom and the centerboard trunk (where the two are bonded). There was no outward
damage. I supposed it was ice damage, but I have always had a dry bilge. I have since found that
the bond was actually compromised with a pocket of sawdust encapsulated in it. Time just
caught up with us.
(Quickstep hulls were built by various subcontractors, see elsewhere for a history of who may
have laid up the hull).

These cracks were hairline and covered by the bottom paint making the discovery especially hard.
It did not become evident until I got her off the keel (so I could see the very lowest point) and
removed the paint.
To shorten a long story, I have ground out the cracks (and sawdust). This left me with a 12” long
section on both sides of the centerboard trunk that was clear into the bilge. To make the repair I
needed to remove a rather large section of the cabin sole to get to the bilge area. Even with
access from inside, the bilge is very narrow in this section. To repair it, I ground all the weak
sections out to solid glass, dried it with heat, washed it out with alcohol and again dried it. As a
side note, I had concern that the glass may have absorbed moisture, as I had no idea how long the
integrity of the hull had been compromised. Hence I went to great lengths to dry the bilge. (Not
related to drying, but the boat was laid up for a year). From under the boat I taped the crack
(hole) to seal it and mixed a batch of West System Epoxy with out any filler and dribbled it, from
above, into the open section, because I could not reach the area. Before the epoxy set, but as it
started to “kick” I added another batch with 404 filler (high density) to actually fill the voids. I
continued to add additional batches allowing it to flow over and onto the bilge bottom.
After all had set up, it was back under the boat and grind away the excess.

This was followed by applying a fairing batch of 410 filler and smoothing the keel to its original
shape. After all set, sealer was applied over all the affected areas (422 Barrier Coat Additive),
and finally the bottom was painted. This season she is floating as usual, with a dry bilge.
The centerboard pendent was also replaced during this period. The pendent is cast into the
centerboard, entering the centerboard at the trailing edge. The board is lead encased in fiberglass.
There is a groove or trough in the lead and the line travels from the aft edge to almost the leading
edge, stopping perhaps an inch from going all the way across the centerboard. It is not hard to
chase it out, but it is disheartening to almost cut the board in two. After routing it out and
removing the old line, it is an easy fix to lay the new pendent into the groove, epoxy, and fair it.

There were several revelations that came to light with the centerboard removed. Most serious
was 2 of the 4 pan head screws that hold the pivot blocks in place were sheared off with no heads

present. They were probably sheared at assembly since they were well weathered. There was no
sign of external damage (only minor dings on the leading edge of the centerboard at its lowest
point). The plates were seated in sealant (my guess is 3M-4200 type), that seems to have been
carrying the load. The pivot rod/bar, although stainless, had serious pitting but after clean up was
very useable. I did give some thought to shimming the sides with a “plastic” washer perhaps ~16
inches in diameter or so (to take the slap/bang out when the seas and wakes slam you). But I
decided to leave them out at the last minute fearing the board may jam if fouling occurs inside
the trunk (I am still considering that for a future project). Interestingly, there was red bottom
paint inside the trunk and on the centerboard. I have never painted there as she was always on the
trailer during bottom painting. There was almost no fouling inside the trunk.

With only a few months in the water all seems well. Hopefully you will never have to chase this
type of problem but, if you do it is reasonable to do yourself. The biggest issue, after getting the
courage to cut open the keel, was making a cradle with the keel being free and high enough to
work on it.

